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Lesson 8: Electoral privileges of women (vote-holders and 
boroughmongers)

d
The Reform Act of 1832 was the first time that voters were legally defined as male. Before that, women who 
met voter qualifications (such as income threshold or property ownership) could appoint a male 
representative to vote for them.

If the woman was married, this representative had to be her husband (he could lose his right to use this 
privilege if the couple separated, but I don't think she could then appoint another representative). But a 
single woman could appoint a man of her choosing, usually a family member of some variety. (Sometimes, 
these votes were challenged. But since a lot of our evidence about Unreformed electoral practices comes 
from parliamentary hearings on contested votes, and since people presumably cast these contested votes 
with the expectation of their being successful, that seems likely to be reporting bias.)

This means: women who owned freeholds (or had equivalent income, however that was defined in their 
county) qualified to have someone vote for them in county elections. In some freeman boroughs, the rules 
governing who could become a freeman allowed the daughters and widows of freemen to give their 
husbands the right to vote. Such married women in freeman boroughs were often directly courted by 
candidates and their political agents, just as if the vote were theirs. Just this week, I discovered this in Judith 
Lewis's Sacred to Female Patriotism: 

“Donald McAdams…confirms that in 1784, ‘many Bristol girls had bogus wedding ceremonies which were 
declared void at the close of the poll,’ while in Great Grimsby in 1790 he recounts that there were sixty 
weddings immediately prior to the election.”

!!! Given how hard annulments were to get in this time period, this is just stunning to me.

It seems that there was a widespread cultural assumption that a woman who had brought her husband the 
vote retained some interest in that vote, and had the right to a say, maybe even the final say, in how it was 
used. This is nebulous and hard to pin down, but look at this sentence from a 1754 address to "the Free-
women of Bristol", on the repeal of a by-law disallowing Bristol freemen's daughters not resident in the city 
from making their husbands voters: the women are instructed to "Make This, one Condition of your Husbands 
Votes and Interest." 

(Of course, when votes were so rare that they were essentially a form of property, and were also a source of 
income, they were frequently considered as held in common by a family, who made that decision in the same 
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way and with the same power dynamics as they made all their other decisions. So voters' wives, mothers, and 
daughters were always an important political constituency. I'll touch on that briefly in the next lesson.)

And women who owned burgages could vote on those burgages (or at least, her husband or, if she was single, 
her representative could do so). A woman with enough money could also buy up burgages and acquire an 
interest or even the right to nominate MPs unopposed in a borough, just like a man, which brings us to...

Women as patronesses of districts. Remember when I said in an earlier lesson that "someone might have a 
pocket borough because: a majority of the voters are his/her tenants (although tenants did not always feel 
obligated to vote with their landlord); it's a burgage borough and s/he owns all the burgages; there are only 
three voters left in a borough that was once a flourishing town and s/he bribes all of them heavily"? Women 
can do all those things! Certainly there were less female boroughmongers than male, but equally certainly, 
they existed. 

My favorite example follows. Prepare yourselves for the awesome story of Lady Irwin (whose daughter, the 
Tory hostess Lady Hertford, we have already met in an earlier lesson) and the borough of Horsham. There 
will be shenanigans, huge sums of money, contested polls, you name it. This story also highlights the 
financial value of a political interest as family property/inheritance. The battle for Horsham is described in 
much greater detail in Elite Women but the bare bones are excerpted below:

“When Frances, Lady Irwin, died in 1807, the 11th duke of Norfolk[…]finally achieved a goal that had eluded 
him for twenty years: he gained control over the borough of Horsham[…]William Albery, in his history of the 
borough, estimated that Norfolk paid out over £70,000 in burgage purchases, repeated election contests, 
and petitions to parliament [between 1786 and 1807]. But success was to prove dearer still. Despite all of his 
efforts, Norfolk only gained control over the borough after Lady Irwin's death—and, ironically, not long 
before the Commons once again overturned the election of his candidates and seated her candidates in their 
place[…]He was forced to buy the political interest in the borough outright from Lady's Irwin's heirs [that 
would be primarily Lady Hertford]—for the record sum of £91,475.[...]

"In 1764, when Lord Irwin's agent had conducted a survey of the borough, he had found a total of eighty-three 
votes, nineteen of which were in women [Elsewhere Chalus mentions one of these women: "Widow Bridger 
had, through strict settlement, inherited a life interest in three burgages and, like her aristocratic 
counterpart [ie. Lady Irwin], maintained those intact so that she could pass them on to her daughter."]...The 
battle for control of Horsham began in earnest in 1788."

The Sussex Advertiser reported that "the ‘free’ Burgesses of Horsham, we hear, are determined at the next 
General Election to try their strength on behalf of Mr Timothy Shelley Esq. against the interests of Lady Irwin, 
who has heretofore had the disposal of that Borough in Consequences of which houses that have votes [i.e. 
burgages] have increased near a thousand per cent in their value." [!!!!!]

Okay. Are you ready for some crazy shameless shenanigans on the part of His Grace of Norfolk? 

Chalus continues: "It is a testimony to Lady Irwin's tenacity and success [at buying up burgages] that by the 
time of the contested election in 1790 Norfolk's only chance of defeating her candidates rested upon his 
ability to persuade his chosen bailiffs at a packed Court Baron to poll only those voters ‘such as were on the 
Court Rolls of Burgesses, admitted on presentment of the Sworn Homage’: that is, to disallow any of the new 
Irwin votes…Medwin [Norfolk's agent] scheduled the Court Baron for two hours before the election. He 



arrived half-an-hour late, wasted time by adjourning the court to the Anchor Inn (Norfolk's public house), 
and then proceeded to allow Hurst to begin with a long speech proposing a Norfolk voter. When Ellis, Lady 
Irwin's agent, successfully objected to this voter, he then proceeded to spend the rest of the time before the 
election looking out the window, ignoring everyone, including Ellis. His actions ensured that none of Lady 
Irwin's new voters were admitted or inscribed on the Rolls of Burgesses before voting started. Consequently, 
her candidates were narrowly defeated [20 and 19 votes to 25 and 24]. The ensuing scrutiny led to a petition 
to parliament. There, Medwin's sharp dealings were quickly exposed, Lady Irwin's attention to detail 
triumphed, and Norfolk's candidates were promptly unseated.”

Wow. And remember that some version of this happened AGAIN in 1807, before Norfolk finally bought Lady 
Irwin's burgages outright from the Hertfords (after more than TWO YEARS of negotiation, by the way).

There were also women who held large political interests in the counties. For example, Chalus writes that 
"[W]hen Elizabeth Perry, heiress to the Sidneys, earls of Leicester, wanted to revive the barony of Lisle for her 
son [peerage patronage!], she made a point of emphasizing that he would have considerable estate and 
political interest when he came of age, and more to the point, that she was a political figure in her own right 
whose electoral support should not be discounted: ‘my interest in Kent alone the last election gave Mr. 
Watson near three Hundred votes, which Circumstances I should not take the Liberty to mention to Your 
Grace [she was applying to the Duke of Newcastle], but in regard to my Son, who is the last of the Sidney 
family.'" (This letter was written in 1760.)

Okay! Question time! Friday we'll focus on some avenues of political activity that are more relevant to 
non-elite women.


